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he must now, in effect, humble himself in the face of authority that, whether assumed by a black or white person, is perhaps of dubious legitimacy. The value of changing bis behavior is not completely clear to him; he has remarkably little faith, though perhaps much hope, that deference and time spent in the training prograra will result in meaningful employment.
If employment-training programs are to be effective, they must deliver what trainees want most: meaningful employment.  Many trainees must indeed be taught the importance of discipline, punctuality, and good attendance in the workplace, but at the same time, instructors must become sensitized to the special problems, cultural or otherwise, of the hard-core unemployed.  The instructor should be able to recognize the cultural problems noted here and then display a certain sensitivity and patience in searching for creative and effective ways to teach and remind youths of their particular shortcomings with regard to the culture of the workplace. Moreover, there should also be clear and identifiable rewards for the trainees and their Supervisors for effective behavior and attitudes displayed in the training context.
Instead of sensitivity toward and appreciation of the cultural milieu from which they come, however, trainees often meet with shortsighted behavior, derision, strictness, and control on the part of the instructor.  Instructors may feel justified in a tough and defensive reaction, äs they believe there is often a need to compete for authority in this context.  In their invocations of discipline, they often promote themselves äs guardians of the values of work, defending those from their students, whom they must, however, simul-taneously teach and ultimately render employable.  What begins äs an instructor-trainee Situation may quickly deteriorate into a contest of ethnic, racial, or class authority.
Significantly, it is not only white instructors who may carry problematic attitudes into job-training situations.  increasingly, many of today's instructors are black and have often emerged from traditional working-class backgrounds.  The job-training program is likely to be made up of black trainees and black instuctors.  The black instructors may think of themselves äs having worked hard to get where they are. Having themselves made it through hard work and much personal sacrifice, they may be inclined to be prejudiced against unemployed black youths.  Their feelings may be manifested in an overzealous desire to turn out highly successful black youths, resulting in strong, and at times arbitrary, invocations of discipline in the training process.  There is sometimes a fine line between the appropriate invocation of discipline for effective management of training and the manifestation of class prejudice in the form of harassment.
Casualties of the Program
Over time, some young people who participate in youth employment programs become frustrated and demoralized by their experiences.  They simply become worn down by the routine of the program and, often because of their inability to make visible "progress," become disgusted with

